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Introduction 

The chancel arch was identified at the recent Quinquennial as having further movement 
following on from the work that was done around 2010 and previous to that around 1990.  

This has been investigated and is summarised by Erica Wright, the Quinquennial Architect as 
follows: 

The consensus of opinion is, the ingress of water above the arch position, over the years, has 
weakened the stability of the arch and has caused the issues we see today, the tie and 
buttress have not moved as a consequence of this so it is assumed that they are still doing 
the job they were designed for. As with any build, the ingress of water causes significant 
damage and we are at a point where this is now structural movement in the chancel arch. To 
remedy this we need to address the incoming water and stabilise the arch. Dave (the 
structural engineer) does not think we are at risk of imminent collapse and with some repair 
work, the church will be able to open again. What needs to be agreed is the extent of the 
repair work at this stage and we came to the conclusion that the parapet upstand needs 
immediate attention with the copings removed and the lead flashing/covers and tray 
replaced and then all reinstated. This need to be done from the bell cote down to the eaves 
position, leadwork to the bell cote needs to be checked whilst we have access to it. Internally 
the arch need cross stitching and all joints tightly packed to avoid any further movement. 
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The bigger picture would be to look at removing the bell cote and parapet from above the 
roof line and roof over to provide the church with a maintenance free solution but this will 
require LBC (listed building consent) from YDNPA and full faculty approval. 

 

Options 

Option 1 – Simple Repair 

Undertake the work that is now costed up to address the parapet upstand needs immediate 
attention with the copings removed and the lead flashing/covers and tray replaced and then 
all reinstated. This need to be done from the bell cote down to the eaves position, leadwork 
to the bell cote needs to be checked whilst we have access to it. Internally the arch needs 
cross stitching and all joints tightly packed to avoid any further movement. 

This work will cost about £10,000. (see costings in Appendix 1) 

Doing only this will not resolve the long term problem of the bell cote (see summary above) 
nor address other important aspects of the Quinquennial report including repairs to slates 
and pointing to parapets (above lead line), repointing externally including window 
surrounds and repairs to windows including removal of external clear glass to clean out 
cavity and windows and refix. 

 

Option 2 – Simple Repair plus address the bell cote and quinquennial work 

There has been no costing of this work but is likely to be in the order of £20,000. 

Option 3 – All Repair Work plus adaption for community use 

There has again been no costing for this work but is likely to be in the order of £100,000. 

 

Option 4 – Close the church 

 

Financial Position 

The current financial position of the District Church Council is summarised in Appendix 2. 
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Unrestricted Funds 

Unrestricted funds can be used for any purpose toward the work and mission of the church 
including funding building maintenance and development, utilities, supporting the clergy 
salaries and expenses and funding Parish wide work. 

At the end of 2020 the Church of the Holy Ghost, Middleton were in debt to the Rainbow 
PCC for £175 

Restricted Funds 

Restricted funds can only be used for the purpose for which they are have been given. A 
restricted fund has been established at the Church of the Holy Ghost for ‘development of 
the church for community use’1. Some monies have been given to this restricted fund from 
a number of sources including Cumbria County Council, giving from funerals and money 
raised from coffee mornings. At the end of 2020 the value of this fund sat at £10,806. 

These funds are only available to be accessed for the purposes of Option 3 above. 

These funds could only be used for other purposes with the permission of the donors or 
clear representatives of the donors. Work so far suggests that very few of the donors would 
consider allowing their contribution to this fund to be used for routine church maintenance 
including work on Option 1 and 2. 

Funding 

There are many options for grants funding including from All Churches Trust and from 
Heritage Lottery. Many of these grants will require you to show that you have consulted in 
the community, that you have community support, that there is a sustainable future and 
that the building is being made available for community use. 

Sustainability – People Involvement 

The current church is barely sustainable with a small DCC and one individual taking on the 
role of treasurer, secretary, responsibility for the building and assets and PCC 
representative. This position has been unchanged for over 10 years (although the name of 
that individual has changed over that time). Any potential grant funder is likely to view this 
position as unacceptable. 

There are various options for the management of the church going forward and it one of the 
important parts of any next stage is to identify which of the options makes most sense. The 
options are detailed in Reference 2. 

 
1 There is no clear definition of the purpose of this Restricted Fund. 
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References 

1. The Church of the Holy Ghost Middleton Quinquennial Report 2020. KL2410 from 
The Wright Design Partnership Ltd. 

2. Crossing the Threshold. A step-by-step guide to developing your place of worship for 
wider community use and managing a successful building project. From the Historic 
Religious Buildings Alliance. 
https://d3hgrlq6yacptf.cloudfront.net/60187623b57f6/content/pages/documents/c
rossingthethresholdtoolkit.pdf 

 

Appendix 1 

Option 1 Costing 

 

 

Ext Scaffolding 850£          

Roof Repairs SPA 2,290£       2,290£       

Roof Repairs JD 2,342£       

Chancel Arch Repair 4,642£       

Architect's Fees to date 190£          

Additional Architect's Fees 285£          

Subtotal 8,257£       

Contingency 20% 1,651£       

VAT 0% -£               

Total 9,908£       

https://d3hgrlq6yacptf.cloudfront.net/60187623b57f6/content/pages/documents/crossingthethresholdtoolkit.pdf
https://d3hgrlq6yacptf.cloudfront.net/60187623b57f6/content/pages/documents/crossingthethresholdtoolkit.pdf
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Appendix 2 

 

The 2020 figures provided in these accounts are only provisional. The 2020 accounts have 
not yet been independently examined or signed off. 

2019 2020

Income 6,959£       3,959£       

Expenditure 5,368£       4,615£       

Suprlus (deficit) 1,591£       (656)£         

Balance from previous year 9,696£       11,287£     

New Balance 11,287£     10,631£     

Unrestricted Funds 1,742£       (175)£         

Restricted Funds 9,545£       10,806£     
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